All corporate event activities are fully
supervised and instruction will be given by
our members Enjoy our outside greens or
inside greens

Corporate Bowls

Worthing Pavilion Bowling Club Ltd
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Also enjoy our dining facilities

Phone:
Email:
Web Site::

01903 820079
info@wpavilionbc.org
www.wpavilionbc.org

Time: 00:00
Describe your location by landmark or area
of town.

The Day :

Entertaining

Ask your Customers if they have ever
played or thought about playing lawn
bowls. Many will answer no. Introduce
them to lawn bowls a gentle social day
in the outdoors. Let them enjoy the
pleasant surrounding of the bowls club
Maintaining existing and gaining new
customers is vital in today's corporate
environment; you must remember the
personal touch. We offer friendly but
not intrusive corporate hospitality
packages for your customers
Lawn Bowls could become your first
choice for corporate entertainment
the event to impress customers
We provide events from as little as £30
per head for a half day right up to a full
day including bacon sandwich with
coffee or tea , lunch and dinner and
prize giving. Our Corporate
Entertainment philosophy is to create an
itinerary in tandem with you, the customer, to ensure that you get exactly what
you want. If you are looking for the best
corporate entertainment look no further.

We provide instruction, bowls and shoes
for your customers. The bowls game is
designed to provide regular movement of
your guests to meet each other
Guests will draw lots and form teams of 3
– 4 and will compete against other teams
from the group. Two ends will be played
(down and back) and the score will be
recorded by the Worthing Pavilion Club
members. (The away team moves one
rink to the right) Teams will continue in
this fashion, competing against a
different team every time, and recording
their scores until all teams have played
against each other. After completing this
according to time every second team
changes from home to away team and
repeat above. By running the programme
in this fashion guests will be able to play
plenty of games but also get time to
socialise and enjoy the venue.
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